
7. The GCM then chooses their favorite response. The player who submitted
the winning answer receives that round’s Blue Text Card. All Blue Cards have
a letter on them. These letters are very, very important; pay attention to them!
8. After the round, the player to the right of the old GCM becomes the new
GCM, and everyone draws more Emoji Cards to maintain an inventory of 8.
The new GCM puts a new Blue Text Card into play, and the game continues as
described above.
9. The round ends when a player collects Blue Text Cards that spell "D-M-M-
e" (1 D, 2 Ms, and 1 e)

There are a subset of Emoji Cards called Wild Cards &
there are a subset of Blue Text Cards called DM Cards. 

Players can use Wild Cards to obtain a strategic advantage during a hand. 

When a DM Card is revealed, the GCM will immediately draw another Blue Text
Card until a non-DM Card is drawn. The DM Card’s rules will apply to the newly
drawn Blue Text Card. After the winning DM is chosen at the end of the round,
players must follow the rules written on the DM Card to see who has to send it!

RULES OF PLAY

6. Every player must justify their choice of
emoji to convince the GCM to choose them as
the winner of the text card.

2. The player with the most unread texts begins as the Group Chat Moderator
(GCM). The GCM draws a Blue Text Card to start the round.
3. The GCM selects a Text Card from the top of the deck & reads the text aloud.
4. Each player chooses 1 Emoji Cards per blank in the Text Card to best answer
or complete the Text Card. (30 sec. time limit recommended)
5. After everyone chooses their Emojis, everyone reveals their emoji
combinations at the same time. The GCM then reads the message with the
different emoji combinations aloud.

1.To start the game, each player draws 8 Emoji Cards.




































































































